I'd be satisfied knowing if anyone had asked for a second opinion on this. Crosley Tower is a unique landmark. What Brutalism lacks in flexibility, it makes up for in creativity, monumentality, and inspiration. It projects functionality, protection, possibilities, ideas, and the application of new techniques. What Brutalism lacks in flexibility, it

concrete Brutalism wholeheartedly into its canon. Many practitioners of Brutalism and Modernism reconstruc
tion following WWII. Soon after, Brutalism appeared in other countries in need of concrete towers were fashionable.

one can see a Brutalist interpretation of a Corinthian column, with a base, shaft, and capitol. Crosley Tower has a
classical, cruciform plan, echoing Palladio's Villa Rotunda. The interior has solid vessel of concrete, guiding its vents and mechanical shafts to the sky through its flared corner. A.M. Kinney Architects and Engineers, which has a history of its own to talk about. Building A2: The Underappreciated

Following on the internet; just check Reddit and YouTube. Some folks love the tower, some hate it, and some just plain love to hate on it. I've heard it said that only architects and masochists enjoy interest/crosley-tower. Accessed 28 March 2020.

in the hopes that it helps others appreciate Crosley Tower as more than a colossal chunk of landmark?

Dale Beeler said Crosley is "nearing the end of its useful lifespan," and the building "does not

hadn't been deemed one of the "8 most ugly," in a large architectural publication, I'm betting it might

The tower is named in honor of Powel Crosley Jr., UC Alumnus with degrees in both engineering

English student almost 20 years ago. Before UC transitioned to remote learning in 2020, I was

ishing Modernist: Procter Hall
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and shows of strength through massive replication of characterless, identical high-rise buildings, as
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Brutalism: that being Crosley Tower at the University of Cincinnati. I have gained a greater

encountered Brutalism and Modernism. Many people in my generation were familiar with the

referring to the Miami vice crackdown on organized crime. It is also

on its way back into popularity, as many recent books and articles suggest (see Citations, below). A

in Soviet Russia of the Cold War period.

and engineering for boiler plant and factory designs. The stock market crashed eight months later. A.M. Kinney Sr. and a colleague formed Kinney & Ehlers, Inc., in 1929. They focused primarily on mechanical

After graduating Purdue University, then working for several engineering firms, A.M. Kinney Sr. and

A.M. Kinney Architects and Engineers, which has a history of its own to talk about. As Dean at Virginia Tech, Burchard expanded the architecture program from a department within

employing many of the educational principles of the Bauhaus. Burchard would dedicate the rest of

returning to academia where he ultimately became founding Dean of the College of Architecture at

that the architects have seen fit to endeavor to settle this conflict by a deliberate and vicious attack

one of the hearings A.M. Kinney Sr. testified on Burchard's behalf, saying "this results from a

earlier A.M.K. employee. This source believes A. Eugene Kohn, a prominent, still practicing NYC

Professor; in 1970 he was elected a Fellow in the American Institute of Architecture (FAIA); and in

mentioning in case if more info about the building someday comes to light. As a former employee, Burchard

engaged in a conflict with two former employees of the firm. The conflict was carried over to A.M.

Burchard, his lawyer, was A.M. Kinney Jr.'s law firm. Burchard was involved in a number of lawsuits,
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and added architect Max Boehm to the team, where he stayed until his death nearly a decade later.
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